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Abstract In the present study, the motion of Newtonian and non-Newtonian liquid drops has been
investigated experimentally. In order to investigate the effect of bulk fluid on drops, we have used water
and air, as two fluids with different properties, and various industrial and biological applications. Image
processing is utilized to analyze the images obtained by a high speed camera. The research has been
separated into two parts. The first part has been devoted to the experiments in which air is the bulk
fluid, and the second is related to the experiment carried out in water. The range of Reynolds number is,
approximately, 50 < Re < 500. The major concern of the present study is the size variation of drops and
its effect on the drag coefficient. It is proved that the period of size variation of a drop does not vary with
properties. Rheological aspects of the problem have also been considered. In air with small density and
viscosity, addition of non-Newtonian characteristics to the fluid causes the behavior of the drop to undergo
dramatic changes. However, in water, a denser and more viscous bulk fluid, the behavior of Newtonian
and non-Newtonian drops (at least for shear thinning fluids) looks the same.
© 2012 Sharif University of Technology. Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V.
Open access under CC BY-NC-ND license.1. Introduction
The falling or rising of liquid drops into another fluid is of
central importance in a variety of the most commonly used
industries. The more we understand the physics of a drop, the
better we control the various processes it involves. Processes
such as coating, spray painting, spray cooling, blending molten
polymers, and ink-jet printers, as well as the use of immiscible
drops in direct-contact heat exchangers and nearly miscible
drops in liquid-liquid extraction processes, are examples in
which the dynamics of drop motion in air or water play a
significant role.
In order to achieve an optimum design in such processes,
accurate information of size, deformation, velocity, rotational
flow inside the drop and the effect of turbulent flows on the
motion of the drop, is crucial. Although such systems involve a
group of drops, the study of a single drop is the basis for further
investigation [1].
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1026-3098©
doi:10.1016/j.scient.2011.09.022Formation, growth and detachment of a drop are initial phe-
nomena that take place during every process involving drops.
Regardless of being critical to some industrial applications, the
formation of a drop is a challenging, controversial free bound-
ary problem [2]. The interaction between the apparent weight
of the drop and surface tension, which represents the pres-
sure effect based on the Young–Laplace equation, results in the
initial shape of the drop. Consequently, this problem has long
been studied by several researchers: Zhang andBasaran [3],Mc-
Creery and Stoots [4],Wilkes et al. [2], Suryo and Basaran [5], Xu
and Basaran [6] and Javadi et al. [7].
Since the motion of a drop is characterized by its drag
coefficient and the drag force, in turn, depends on drop
deformation, enormous efforts have been made to find
the effects of physical and geometrical parameters on the
deformation of the drops. Previous studies revealed that the
interaction between the surface tension of the drop and
its surrounding shear stresses results in the deformation of
the drop. For a relatively small drop, surface tension effects
dominate, and the shape is spherical. As the volume of the drop
is increased, the free surface then deforms the drop from its
spherical shape in response to the forces in the flowing fluid [8].
Wairegi and Grace [9] experimentally investigated the effect
of drop properties on its shape. Also, Loth [10] reported various
theoretical efforts in this field. These investigations showed that
theWeber number dominates the shape of the drops for a wide
Open access under CC BY-NC-ND license.
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A Frontal area
a Constant value in equation CD = a · Reb
aspect ratio Ratio of x_diametery_diameter
Bo Bond number

ρgD2c
σ

b Power value in equation CD = a · Reb
CD Drag coefficient
D Diameter
Dc Needle’s diameter
Dd Drop’s diameter
Deq Equivalent diameter
dv
dt Acceleration
Eo Eötvös number

∆ρgD2c
γ

FD Drag force
Fσ Surface tension force
g Gravitational acceleration
m Drop’s mass
Nd For air
Dd
Dc
Bo
1
3 For water DdDc Eo
1
3
Oh Ohnesorge number

µ√
ρσD

Re Reynolds number

ρvD
µ

V Drop volume
v Drop velocity
T Period of size oscillation
T ∗ Dimensionless period of size oscillation
Wapp Apparent weight
We Weber number

ρv2D
σ

x_diameter Diameter of drop in horizontal axis
y_diameter Diameter of drop in vertical axis
θ Angle of contact
µair Air viscosity
µf Drop viscosity
µwater Water viscosity
ρair Air density
ρf Drop density
ρwater Water density
σ Surface tension
γ Interfacial tension
range of Reynolds number (1 < Re < 10,000). ForWe ≪ 1, the
drop remains spherical, while, for We ≥ 1, the drop deviates
from a spherical shape.
Deformation and size oscillation of the drop during motion
have also been studied. Becker et al. [11] studied the oscillation
of a small liquid droplet in a gaseous environment, both
experimentally and theoretically. They demonstrated that as
the amplitude of oscillations became larger than 10% of the
droplet radius, nonlinearity began. This nonlinearity occurs
because the frequency of the oscillation is dependent on the
amplitude. When sufficient time has elapsed, viscous damping
decreases the amplitude to its last values predicted by the linear
theory. Additionally, Helenbrook and Edwards [12] simulated
the deformation of liquid drops in a uniform gaseous stream
and obtained a correlation for the prediction of the shape of the
drop based on density ratio, viscosity ratio, Weber number and
Ohnesorge number. Most recently, Fakhari and Rahimian [13]
investigated the deformation of a falling drop using the Lattice
Boltzmann method. They considered the effect of viscosity andsurface tension, and determined different types of deformation
dependent on the relevant dimensionless numbers. In addition,
Feng and Beard [14] computed the steady solution of Navier
Stokes equations to determine the shape of a raindrop. They
focused on the effect of various physical parameters on the
shape of drop for a wide range of drop properties. Some
researchers also considered the motion and deformation of
drop in confined geometries [15–17] or on a particular interface
or surface [18,19].
Due to the rapid and complex nature of the phenomena
taking place during themotion of a drop, experimental research
is far less prevalent than numerical research. Experimental
investigations usually require high speed cameras, and, as
a result, they have been performed in recent years. In
experimental research performed on this topic, studies on drag
coefficient were of interests. Winnikow and Chao [20] carried
out experiments on the behavior of drops falling in a purified
fluid. They focused on the variation of skin and pressure drag
with Reynolds number. Loth [21] studied the drag coefficient for
non-spherical particles. He showed that aspect ratio

E = d∥d⊥

,
surface area ratio (A∗surf = Asurfπd2 ) and max–med–min area
A∗mmm = dmax dmedd2min

are the best parameters to characterize
the drag coefficient for spheroids, regular-shaped particles
and irregular-shaped particles, respectively. In addition, Ceylan
et al. [22] and Hayashi and Tomiyama [23] tried to develop a
correlation for the drag coefficient of fluid particles based on
Reynolds number.
From a functional or industrial view, the terminal velocity
of a drop possesses more importance, because it gets affected
by all previously mentioned factors, such as drag force, surface
tension, size variation andbuoyancy force. Therefore, numerous
efforts have been devoted to finding correlations for terminal
velocity [1,21]. Most recently, Baumler et al. [24] studied the
drop rise velocity of toluene, n-butyl acetate and n-butanol
drops in water. They proposed correlations to estimate the
terminal velocity. Also, Hayashi et al. [25] investigated the
terminal velocity of large drops and suggested correlations that
are applicable in wide ranges of properties.
Studies show that the addition of non-Newtonian charac-
teristics to a liquid drop may completely change its expected
behavior. Ramaswamy and Leal [26] investigated the motion
and deformation of a viscoelastic drop in Newtonian Liquid.
Sostarecz and Belmonte [8] focused on the rheological aspects
of falling drops by considering the shape of a drop of poly-
mer solution falling through a viscous fluid. They verified that
as the volume of the drop is increased, non-Newtonian effects
dominate the transition of the free boundary from its spheri-
cal shape and inertial effects remain negligible. Also, Yamanaka
and Mitsuishi [27] examined the drag force exposed on bub-
bles and drops in viscoelastic fluids, and showed that the non-
Newtonian effect had remarkable effects on the drag coefficient.
They modified the Reynolds number and used a correction fac-
tor to reach the best correlation. Furthermore, some studies
have been devoted to consideration of the motion of Newto-
nian liquid drops in non-Newtonian bulk fluids. Ohta et al. [28]
have numerically and experimentally investigated the rising of
a Newtonian spherical drop in a shear thinning fluid. They indi-
cated that in the presence of weak non-Newtonian properties,
the motion of the drop was dominated by zero-shear-rate vis-
cosity. As the non-Newtonian properties became stronger, the
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ity. Wanchoo et al. [29] worked on the falling of a Newtonian
liquid drop in an inelastic and viscoelastic medium. They pro-
posed a graph that predicts the shape of the liquid drop.
As mentioned above, physical parameters, such as viscosity
ratio and density ratio, have major effects on the deformation
and, hence, on the drag coefficient of drops. To find these
effects, laboratory experiments have been carried out in air
and water as bulk fluids. The reason for this selection is
that most industrial processes involve them. Furthermore, the
differences between the density and viscosity of these two
fluids are large enough to make a meaningful comparison. The
experiments are conducted by a high speed camera, which
is capable of capturing 1000 frames per second. An image
processing code has been developed to obtain the data from
images.We performed experiments on five Newtonian and four
non-Newtonian fluids with a wide range of properties. The
results and discussion have been divided into two major parts:
the first is devoted to air and the second to water. Each part
includes 5 sections including:
(1) Volume of drops;
(2) Position, velocity and acceleration of drops;
(3) Drag coefficient of drops;
(4) Size variation of the drops;
(5) Non-Newtonian liquid drops.
At the end of each section, we mentioned the major differences
arose from changing the bulk fluid.
2. Materials and properties
Water, ethanol, toluene, n-hexane and ethyl acetate as New-
tonian fluids, and two solutions of Carboxyl Methyl Cellulose
(CMC) in water (0.25% and 0.5% based on mass) and two so-
lutions of Polystyrene (PS) in toluene (3.125% and 6.25% based
on mass) as non-Newtonian fluids, are selected for drops. This
selection of materials provides a reasonable range of proper-
ties covering many scientific and engineering applications of
the problem. The ranges of density, viscosity and surface ten-
sion are 660 < ρ < 998 kg/m3, 0.33 < µ < 1.30 cP and
18 < σ < 72 mN/m, respectively.
Tables 1 and 2 show the physical properties of the
mentioned materials. Due to the importance of surface tension
in the experiments, the materials in Tables 1 and 2 are sorted
based on it. It is logical that Table 2 does not include the
viscosity of the non-Newtonian fluids. Figure 1 demonstrates
the variation of viscosity versus shear rate for four non-
Newtonian fluids. Figure 1 also shows that all the mentioned
fluids are shear-thinning and behave closer to a Newtonian
fluid as the shear rate grows. In fact, if the shear rate passes a
critical value, the non-Newtonian fluids behave very similar to
Newtonian ones.
Table 1: Properties of Newtonian fluids (T = 20 °C).
Water Toluene Ethanol Ethyl
acetate
n-Hexane
σ (mN/m) (in air) 72.0 28.5 24.3 23.9 18.4
γ (mN/m) (in water)a – 35.0 – – 51.0
ρ (kg/m3) 998 862 787 897 660
µ (cP) 1 0.62 1.30 0.48 0.33
a Obtained from Alpbaz et al. [30] and Wegener et al. [1].3. Experimental setup and procedure
The experimental setupmainly consists of an AOS Technolo-
gies AG high speed camera, which is capable of capturing 1000
images per second with a resolution of 800 × 600. Any pixel
covers an area of approximately 0.0135mm2. A 1000Watt pro-
jector is used for illumination.
Figure 2(a) shows the details of the experiments which
were carried out in air. The drops were released from a needle
attached to a buret. The DIN 12700 buret is used to control
the rate of the falling drops. Furthermore, it provides us with
a stationary setup during the capturing, which is essential in
image processing. A hypodermic needle, Ichikawa Co No. 14,
with inner and outer diameters of 1.8 and 2 mm, is tightly
fitted at the end of the buret. Drops fall from the needle as a
result of the hydrostatic pressure of a column of fluid in the
buret. We meticulously keep the column of fluid at a constant
level, so it helps us to produce drops with the same volumes.
In this part, all the nine fluids specified in the last section are
experimented on.
Figure 2(b) displays the setup of the experiments carried
out in water. Our experimental setup consists of a Plexiglas
tank, 30 × 30 cm2 in cross section and 100 cm in height,
filled with water (bulk phase). By means of a cuprous pipe, the
fluid (drop phase) is transferred to the bottom of the tank. A
syringe pushes the fluid to come out of the needle attached at
the end of the pipe. In order to control the movement of the
syringe carefully, an electrical motor has been connected to the
syringe. Utilizing an especial mechanism, the rotational motion
of the motor is converted to linear motion of the syringe. As the
rotational motion of the motor can be observed by monitoring
its voltage, the linear motion of the syringe has been kept
completely under control. This mechanism provides us with
same size drops. The needle used here is the same needle used
in previous experiments. In this part, we perform experiments
on the fluids that are immiscible in water: we use toluene,
n-hexane, and two solutions of polystyrene in toluene; PS1
(3.125%) and PS2 (6.25%).
In order to visualize the drop in the images, we added two
drops of ink or color per 100 ml of each solution. The amount
of added ink is small enough to assure us that the properties of
the fluid remain constant. The temperature was kept constant
during all the experiments at T = 20± 2 °C.
4. Results and discussion
4.1. In air
4.1.1. Volume of the drops
To calculate the volume of the drop from images, we need
a program to process the images. In Appendix, three ways are
introduced to find the volume from the images. As seen in
Figure A.1, Method 3 suffers from a smaller error in comparison
to the other twomethods. This conclusion is also mentioned by
Table 2: Properties of non-Newtonian fluids (T = 20 °C).
PS1
(3.125%)
PS2
(6.25%)
CMC2
(0.5%)
CMC1
(0.25%)
σ (mN/m)a (in air) 28.0 28.1 70.8 72.5
γ (mN/m)a (in water) 34.0 34.5 – –
ρ (kg/m3) 866 870 997 994
a The interfacial properties of non-Newtonian liquids have been
determined by Iran Institute of Polymer and Petrochemistry.
1268 M. Aminzadeh et al. / Scientia Iranica, Transactions B: Mechanical Engineering 19 (2012) 1265–1278Figure 1: Viscosity versus shear rate for non-Newtonian liquids. (a) CMC1; (b) CMC2; (c) PS1; and (d) PS2.Figure 2: Schematic sketch of experimental setup (a) in air, and (b) in water.Hugli and Gonzalez [31]. Therefore, we use this method in our
calculations.
Theoretically, we can find the volume of the drop detached
from the needle. We do this by writing the balance equation
between the surface tension force (Fσ ) and gravitational
force [32]. In fact, as Figure 3 shows, the drop begins to
enlarge until its surface tension cannot balance its weight. In
mathematical terms:
Fσ cos θ = mg or σπDc cos θ = ρVg, (1)
where σ is surface tension, Dc is the inner diameter of the
needle and m and V are the mass and volume of the drop.
Remembering that the density of air is far less than our liquids,
we reasonably neglect the effect of buoyancy force. As the drop
grows, θ decreases and tends to zero, augmenting cos(θ) and,
consequently, the effective component of surface tension force.
Thus, at the time of detachment, θ equals zero. Therefore, the
maximum volume would be as follows:
Vmax = σπDc
ρg
. (2)
Also, the volume of the drop can be determined based on the
drop’s diameter (Dd):
V = πD
3
d
6
. (3)
By dividing Eq. (2) by Eq. (3), the following non-dimensional
expression is obtained:
Dd
Dc
=

6
Bo
 1
3 = 1.82Bo− 13 = Nd · Bo− 13 . (4)
Bo = ρgD2c
σ
is the Bond number. We define
Nd = DdDc Bo
1
3 . (5)
According to Eq. (4), the theoretical value of Nd is equal to 1.82.
In order to compare the experimental and theoretical volumes,
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Water Toluene Ethanol Ethyl acetate n-Hexane
Obtained by image processing
Vmax (mm3) 36.0 16.0 14.2 14.0 12.5
Dd (mm) 4.10 3.13 3.00 2.99 2.88
Acceleration (m/s2) 8.942 9.24 9.165 9.2 8.97
Calculation
Bond number 0.441 0.963 1.028 1.191 1.139
Nd 1.73 1.72 1.68 1.76 1.67
Error (%) 4.8 5.7 7.4 3.2 8.2Figure 3: (a) Growth of a drop. (b) Dynamics of a drop attached to the exit of a
needle.
the value of Nd was calculated from the experimental data
and compared with its theoretical value. Table 3 depicts this
comparison. It shows that the volume obtained from image
processing maximally has 8.2% error in calculation of Nd. An
interesting fact that can be seen in Table 3 is that in all five
fluids, the experimental value of Nd is lower than its theoretical
value (= 1.82). One reason for this event is the secondary
droplet which detaches from the needle a short time after the
detachment of the main drop. Also, a small part of the drop
remains undetached at the end of the needle [32]. Figure 4
exhibits the formation and fall of the secondary droplets.
The above analysis is based on the assumption that the drop
condition is near to static. This condition is obtained if the drop
exits from the needle at a very slow rate [30].
In our experiments, the drop condition is dynamic, in such a
way that the deformation and size variation of the drop cannot
be neglected. This may cause errors in Eq. (5). Analysis of errors
in Table 3 shows that although the rate of fall is not slow enough
to ensure static condition, the error is not considerable.
In addition, careful analysis of Table 3 confirms that, as the
surface tension grows, the values of errors in Table 3 decrease.
This fact can be explained by considering that a drop with
a greater surface tension (such as water) is less sensitive to
disturbances caused by motion. In contrast, a drop with lower
surface tension (such as n-hexane) may be largely affected by
this disturbance. Note that ethyl acetate is an exception to
this general trend. Maybe there is another important factor
that is not considered in this analysis and which causes theethyl acetate to violate the trend. In brief, the above analysis
(Eqs. (1)–(5)) can be improved by:
(1) Decreasing the rate of fall;
(2) Increasing the surface tension.
It is important to note that Eq. (4) holds even for a liquid with
small surface tension like n-hexane, and even with a high rate
of fall, namely, one drop per second.
4.1.2. Position, velocity and acceleration of the drop
In this section, the kinematics of the drop is discussed.
Results of the experiments show that the position of the drop
during the fall in air is exactly parabolic with time (up to Re <
500), which means the drop falls under constant acceleration.
The Least square method is used to fit a parabolic plot on the
results. In Figure 5, it can be observed that the values of R2
for all the liquids are greater than 0.999, which show excellent
fittings. Image processing verifies that the values of acceleration
are lower than g (gravitational acceleration) and vary from 8.9
to 9.7 m/s2, based on the properties of the liquid drops.
Accordingly, it is evident that up to Re = 500, the drops do
not reach terminal velocity and this is due to the small viscosity
of air.
In Table 3, the values of falling acceleration of the five drops
are reported.
4.1.3. Drag coefficient of the drop
Aswe have previously discussed, themotion and kinematics
of a drop are characterized by its drag force. Hence, a correlation
for drag coefficient is necessary. Firstly in this section, a
theoretical model is developed to obtain the drag coefficient
as a function of Reynolds number and the properties of the
fluid. Then, using image processing, the values of experimental
drag coefficients and their deviation from the theory are
investigated.
In the last section, it is shown that the acceleration of
the falling drop is constant and lower than gravitational
acceleration. In this section, we are looking for the effect of size
variation on drag coefficient. We first develop a simple model
based on Newton’s second law. In this model, size variation of
the drop is ignored. Then, we find the drag coefficient from theFigure 4: Formation of secondary droplet in air when the drop is (a) toluene; (b) ethanol; and (c) PS1.
1270 M. Aminzadeh et al. / Scientia Iranica, Transactions B: Mechanical Engineering 19 (2012) 1265–1278Figure 5: Typical (a) position, and (b) velocity of the drop versus time when the bulk fluid is air.experiment. The difference between these two values reveals
the effect of size variation.
Writing Newton’s second law for a falling drop yields:
Wapp − FD = mdvdt . (6)
Wapp is the apparent weight of the drop and FD is the drag force
exerted on it. m and dvdt are mass and acceleration of the drop,
respectively. Eq. (6) can be rewritten as:
ρf − ρair

Vg − 1
2
ρairAv2CD = ρf V dvdt . (7)
ρf , ρair represent fluid and air densities, respectively, and A is
the frontal area of the drop. v is the falling velocity. To remove
the effect of size variation, we simply assume that:
A = π
4
D2eq. (8)
Deq is the equivalent diameter, which can be calculated from
Eq. (3). Eq. (7) is written based on relation CD = f (Re) in which
Re = ρairvDeq
µair
.
CD = 8
π

ρairV
µ2air

ρf

g − dv
dt

− ρairg

Re2. (9)
Now, the drag coefficients should be derived from experiment.
The size variation of the drop will be considered here to obtain
the precise value of the drag coefficient. It means that instead
of Eq. (8), we find A from images. As an example, a water drop
was selected and its drag coefficient was plotted in Figure 6. In
Figure 6, the drag coefficient is calculated based on the results
of image processing, meaning that the actual value of A was
considered in the calculations. A function in the form of CD =
a ·Reb is fitted into the experimental-based drag coefficient. The
factor of R2 = 0.99 verifies the excellence of the fitted curve.
To compare the two correlations of CD, based on the above
mentioned theory (Eq. (9)) and also on the experiment, we
compare the a’s and the b’s. According to Eq. (9), the theoretical
value of ‘‘b’’ equals−2 and ‘‘a’’ depends on the fluid properties.
Table 4 shows the values of a and b obtained by experiment
(rows 3–4) and calculated by theory (rows 1–2). Note that the
value of CD is largely affected by b. In other words, we can say
that the importance of b is far greater than a. The small amount
of errors between theoretical and experimental values of b
confirms that there is an acceptable agreement between theory
and experiment. The differences in the values of a’s exhibit the
effect of size variation which was ignored in the derivation of
Eq. (9). Table 4 shows that the maximum error of Eq. (9) is 23%
in a coefficient, suggesting that the drag coefficient of a falling
drop can be calculated by neglecting size variation, if such an
amount of error can be accepted.Figure 6: CD versus Reynolds number for a water drop falling in air.
As Eq. (2) shows, the volume of the drop is directly
related to surface tension, meaning that a liquid with lower
surface tension forms a smaller drop. In addition, using a flow
visualization method (Particle Image Velocimetry), Ninomiya
and Yasuda [33] confirmed that for a small drop, the rotational
flow inside the drop is largely affected by surface tension.
Also, surface tension tends to make a drop more spherical.
The result is that a smaller drop is more spherical [8] and,
therefore, the effect of size variation is less important. By this
explanation, one can expect that as the surface tension of the
drop lowers, the size variation of the drop reduces and Eq. (9)
predicts reality more accurately. Table 4 is also consistent with
this expectation; the value of errors in Table 4 decreases as
the surface tension becomes smaller. Note that n-Hexane is an
exception to this trend. Maybe a non-considered factor causes
this violation.
4.1.4. Size variation of the falling drop
During the free falling of the drop, its diameter varies
periodically in both horizontal and vertical directions. Studying
the period of size variation for a drop has been performed
briefly by Winnikow and Chao [20], and, qualitatively, it has a
good agreement with our data. Figure 7 demonstrates the size
variation of three different drops during falling. In order to have
a better comparison between size oscillations of different drops,
we define the parameter ‘‘aspect ratio’’ as follows:
aspect ratio = x_diameter
y_diameter
.
Aspect ratio is a dimensionless number, useful in making
quantitative comparisons. Figure 8 shows how the aspect ratios
of five different liquid drops vary as they fall. By studying
Figure 8, one can observe that despite different properties of
drops, their aspect ratios vary from 0.7 to 1.3, suggesting that
for Newtonian fluids, the range of aspect ratio is not greatly
related to fluid properties. In the next section, it will be shown
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Water Toluene Ethanol Ethyl Acetate n-Hexane
Surface tension (mN/m) 72.0 28.5 24.3 23.9 18.4
Theory a 298206 79719 68244 67782 65424b −2 −2 −2 −2 −2
Experiment a 229736 93445 61411 65738 56907b −1.954 −2.016 −1.97 −1.988 −1.993
Error of b (%) 2.27 0.8 1.5 0.6 0.35
Error of a (%) 23 17 10 3 13Figure 7: Size variation of the falling drop in air when the drop is (a) water; (b) toluene; and (c) n-hexane.Table 5: Errors of Eq. (10).
Water Toluene Ethanol Ethyl acetate n-Hexane
T ∗ = Tσ
µD 457 339 149 435 445
Oh 0.00184 0.00223 0.00542 0.00188 0.00176
T ∗ = 0.8oh 434 358 147 425 454
Error (%) 4.9 6.0 1.2 2.5 1.8
that the aspect ratio is largely affected by the addition of non-
Newtonian properties to fluids.
Using Buckingham’s Pi Theorem, the period of the size varia-
tion for a drop can be characterized by means of dimensionless
numbers. Involved parameters should be viscosity (µ), den-
sity (ρ), falling velocity (v), diameter (D), surface tension (σ ),
and finally, the period of size oscillation (T ). Such a combina-
tion of properties yields in following dimensionless numbers:
Reynolds number, Weber number and dimensionless period of
size oscillation

T ∗ = Tσ
µD

.
Assuming T ∗ = c · RedWee, values of the constants are
calculated from the data we achieved through the experiments
for water. The following expression has been found: c = 0.8,
d = 1 and e = −0.5
T ∗ = 0.8 Re
We0.5
= 0.8√
We/Re
= 0.8
oh
. (10)
The Ohnesorge number

oh = µ√
ρσD

is the ratio of the viscous
force to the surface tension force.
Eq. (10) is the best correlation that can be fitted on the data
of the water drop, but it also gives satisfactorily good results
for other fluids. To show this, we compare T ∗ calculated by
Eq. (10) and real T ∗, which is obtained from experiments. This
comparison is the error of Eq. (10), which is shown in Table 5.
According to Table 5, the maximum error of Eq. (10) is 6%,
showing that Eq. (10) is satisfactorily correct. Substitution ofT ∗ = Tσ
µD in Eq. (10) yields:
T = 0.8

ρD3
σ
= 0.8×

6
π
×

ρV
σ
. (11)
From Eq. (2), it is observed that the volume of the drop (V )
is directly related to surface tension (σ ) and, therefore, by
substituting Eq. (2) in Eq. (11), we have:
T = 0.8×

6
π
×

ρ σπDc
ρg
σ
= 0.8×

6
π
×

πDc
g
. (12)
By substitution of the value of the inner diameter of the needle
(Dc = 1.8 mm) in Eq. (12), we can find out that the value of
T equals 26.5 ms. On the other hand, Figure 8 exhibits that the
experimental value of T varies in the range of 24 < T < 27 ms.
This analysis corroborates, experimentally and theoretically,
that the period of size variation for a drop does not change
considerably for different fluids, in spite of large differences in
properties.
4.1.5. Non-Newtonian liquid drop
In this section, we report and analyze the results of the
experiments carried out on non-Newtonian fluid. To produce
non-Newtonian liquids, we added CMC (Carboxyl Methyl
Cellulose) to water and PS (Polystyrene) to toluene. Two
concentrations of each solution are tested. Generally, addition
of polymers affects the behavior of the drops to some extent.
The size variations of the drop, however, change considerably.
At first, we determine the volume of the drops using Eq. (5).
Table 6 shows the deviation of the experimental volume from
what Eq. (5) predicts. In contrast to all the Newtonian fluids,
as well as CMC solutions, the value of Nd for PS1 and PS2
is greater than its theoretical value (= 1.82). This event
suggests that there should be important factors, other than
the secondary drop introduced in Section 4.1.1, that cause
experimental results to deviate from theory (Eq. (5)).
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CMC1 CMC2 PS1 PS2
Obtained by image processing
Vmax (mm3) 36.0 32.0 25.0 22.0
Dd (mm) 4.09 3.94 3.62 3.48
Acceleration (m/s2) 9.4 9.08 9.62 9.53
Calculations
Bond number 0.435 0.446 0.982 0.983
Nd 1.72 1.67 2.00 1.92
Error (%) 5.2 8.1 10 5.5As previously discussed, Eq. (5) is based on the assumption
that the drop is nearly stationary during the detachment
from the needle. This assumption excludes from the problem
all the normal components of the exerted tension except
pressure. Consequently, we can simply replace the pressure
difference between two sides of the drop with surface tension
(Young–Laplace Equation). In the case of non-Newtonian
liquids, new components of tension appear in the balance
equations, but these components are not considered in the
development of Eqs. (2)–(5). Therefore, it is not surprising that
the errors of non-Newtonian liquids are far larger than the
Newtonian liquids.
Besides, the errors shown in Table 6 can be justified using
careful analysis of the rheological properties of the fluids. It
is obvious that as the drop falls, its velocity and, as a result,
its shear rate, increase. Figure 1 displays that, as the shearrate increases, CMC1 and PS2 exhibit more Newtonian behavior
than CMC2 and PS1, respectively. Therefore, we expect a larger
amount of error for CMC2 and PS1 in comparison to CMC1 and
PS2.
To investigate the drag coefficient of the non-Newtonian
drops, we repeat processes similar to those in Section 4.1.3. By
studying Table 7, it can be understood that the drag coefficient
predicted by the theoretical model (Eq. (9)) has up to 42% of
error. Although the range of size variation in non-Newtonian
drops is narrower in comparison to the Newtonian drops
(Figure 9), the theoretical model cannot properly estimate the
drag coefficient (Table 7).This implies that some reason other
than size variation has caused the deviations manifested in
Table 7.
The large errors of Table 7 can be justified by the very same
approach that was implemented for the justification of errors
M. Aminzadeh et al. / Scientia Iranica, Transactions B: Mechanical Engineering 19 (2012) 1265–1278 1273Figure 9: Aspect ratio for non-Newtonian liquid drops falling in air. (a) CMC1; (b) CMC2; (c) PS1; and (d) PS2.in Eq. (5). The components of tension which have not been
considered in the development of Eq. (9) cause the deviation
from theory. In addition, CMC1 and PS2 again demonstrate less
error for a or b in comparison to CMC2 and PS1, respectively.
The size variation of the non-Newtonian drops is shown
in Figure 9. Convincingly, Figure 9 shows that the addition
of polymers damps the size oscillation. Comparison between
Figure 9(a) and (b), as well as Figure 9(c) and (d), reveals that
higher amounts of polymers causes the drops to exhibit less
size oscillations. Moreover, it seems that addition of polymers
brings about disorder in the behavior of the drops. On the other
hand, the ranges of aspect ratio for non-Newtonian drops are
considerably narrower than their Newtonian counterparts. This
can be explained by the effect of extensional viscosity, which
tends to make the drop stiffer.
There is no doubt that the internal flow of the drop is
of central importance in its size oscillation. Regarding non-
Newtonian liquids, the newly added terms of tension (which
were previously zero), as well as the dependence of viscosity on
shear rate cause the drop to lose its orderly size oscillations. This
is in accordance with our observations manifested in Figure 9.
4.2. In water
4.2.1. Volume of the drop
In a manner similar to Section 4.1.1, correlations can be
developed in the case of drops rising in water. Here, the
buoyancy force is not small and cannot be neglected. To take
buoyancy force into consideration,we use apparentweight. The
apparentweight exerted on the drop is in the opposite direction
of gravity. Writing the balance equation yields:
γπDc cos θ =

ρwater − ρf

Vg, (13)
where ρwater is the density of water and γ is the interfacial
tension between the liquid andwater. Again, as the drop grows,Table 7: Experimental and theoretical data for drag coefficient of the non-
Newtonian drops falling in air.
CMC1 CMC2 PS1 PS2
Theory a 137938 221660 28878 47414b −2 −2 −2 −2
Experiment a 115938 296678 16790 30280b −1.975 −2.04 −1.92 −1.92
Error of b (%) 1.25 2 4 4
Error of a (%) 15.9 33.8 41.9 36.5
θ tends to zero and at the time of detachment, θ equals zero. The
maximum volume is:
Vmax = γπDc/∆ρg. (14)
By a simple comparison between Eqs. (14) and (2), we
can conclude that Eqs. (2)–(5) hold here, provided that we
substitute ρ with ∆ρ. By this substitution, Bond number will
change into Eötvös number.
Eo = ∆ρgD2c/γ . (15)
We have:
Dd
Dc
=

6
Eo
 1
3 = 1.82Eo− 13 = Nd · Eo− 13 , (16)
Nd = DdDc Eo
1
3 . (17)
The theoretical value of Nd equals 1.82. Table 8 displays the
deviation of the experimental results from the mentioned
analysis. Comparison of Tables 3 and 8 confirms that in air the
mentioned analysis is more reliable.
Here, we can discuss one important difference between two
parts of the experiment: occurrence of secondary droplet. Aswe
have previously shown in Figure 4, detachment of the drop from
the needle in air is accompanied by a small secondary droplet,
whereas such an event is not observed in water.
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when water is the bulk fluid.
Toluene n-Hexane
Vmax (mm3) 67 21
Dd (mm) 5.0 3.4
Eo number 0.123 0.210
Nd 1.4 1.13
Error (%) 23.4 37.8
4.2.2. Velocity of the drop
The kinematics of the rising drops are completely different
from those that fall into air. After a sudden rise (in less than
300 ms), the velocity of the drop oscillates around a constant
value, which is the terminal velocity. The oscillation in velocity
is caused by periodic variation of the size of the drop. This size
variation yields in a change of drag force. Therefore, the velocity
of the drop should be modified to reach equilibrium. Figure 10
shows the variation of the drop’s velocity during its motion.
We plot the position diagram for drops falling in air, while
the velocity diagram has been used for drops rising in water.
The reason is that in the case of a drop falling in air, the drop
does not reach its terminal velocity in the first 25 cm of falling
(covered area in our experiment), so, the diagramof the position
would bemore valuable than the velocity diagram. In the case of
rising inwater, on the other hand, the drop reaches the terminal
velocity after 3 or 4 cm of rising and then the velocity starts to
oscillate. In this case, the velocity diagram would exhibit the
kinematics of the drop more properly compared to the position
diagram.
It is worthy to mention that, qualitatively, there are similar
trends between the figures above and the results of Wegener
et al. [1] experiments. Two important phenomena, which are:
(1) The accelerated motion at the beginning and then
(2) Oscillation of drop rise velocity,
can be seen in both studies.
In comparison to the results of Wegener et al. [1], reduction
in terminal velocity is due to the effects of contaminations and
impurities on the interfacial motion of drop which results in
drag coefficient enlargement and, in turn, reduction of terminal
velocity [1].
4.2.3. Drag coefficient of the drop
Similar to Section 4.1.3 and by substituting ρair with ρwater ,
Eqs. (6)–(9) are valid in the case of rising:
−W app−FD = mdvdt , (18)
ρwater − ρf

Vg − 1
2
ρwaterAv2CD = ρf V dvdt , (19)
CD =

ρwaterg − ρf

g + dv
dt

· V

1
2
ρwaterAv2. (20)Table 9: Experimental and theoretical data for drag coefficient of drops
when the bulk fluid is water.
n-Hexane Toluene
Theory a 18039 23158b −2 −2
Experiment a 24121 64486b −1.69 −1.81
Error of b (%) 15.5 9.5
Error of a (%) 25.2 64
The difference between this section and Section 4.1.3 is that the
acceleration of the drop varies with time here, in contrast to
Section 4.1.3, in which the acceleration of the drop is constant.
As Figure 10 shows, the maximum value of acceleration is
at the beginning of the motion. This value is small enough to
be neglected in comparison to g . The ratio of dvdt /g is always
less than 0.1 and, therefore, it is reasonable to remove dvdt from
Eq. (20). A procedure similar to what we have done earlier for
Section 4.1.3 has been followed here. v and A can be substituted
by Re·µ
ρwaterD
and π4 D
2, respectively. Note that the assumption
of A = π4 D2 is more reasonable here, because the drop
demonstrates less size oscillation in comparison to the last part
(we will discuss this phenomenon in the next section). The
outcome is:
CD = 8
π

ρwaterV
µ2water
 
(ρwater − ρf )g

/Re2. (21)
On the other hand, the experimental value of CD can be
calculated by placing the exact value of frontal area (A) and
drop’s velocity (v) and acceleration
 dv
dt

in Eq. (20). Figure 11
demonstrates the variations of experimental CD versus Re.
Again, here, we compare the value of CD obtained by
experiment and CD achieved by the theoretical model (Eq. (21)).
Table 9 exhibits that the deviation from theory is larger here
compared to Section 4.1.3 in which the drop falls in air. Larger
differences mean that our simple assumptions which yielded
Eq. (21) cause errors. Figure 12 shows the differences between
drag coefficients of deformable drops obtained from Eq. (20)
and a solid sphere. As Figures 13 and 14 confirm, the shape of
the drop is similar to an oblate spheroid during the motion in
the steady region, and considering the drop as a sphere causes
remarkable errors in calculating drag coefficient.
It seems that, as the bulk fluid gets denser and more
viscous, more deviation from the theoretical equations should
be expected. Besides, neglecting the acceleration of the drop
definitely causes the error to grow. Note that parameter b, a
more effective parameter on the value of the estimated drag
coefficient compared to it, suffers smaller errors.
M. Aminzadeh et al. / Scientia Iranica, Transactions B: Mechanical Engineering 19 (2012) 1265–1278 1275Figure 11: Experimental data for drag coefficient of (a) toluene, and (b) n-hexane drops when the bulk fluid is water.Figure 12: Comparison between drag coefficient of a solid sphere and drops.
Figure 13: Aspect ratio of (a) toluene, and (b) n-hexane drop when the bulk
fluid is water.
As can be observed in literature [34], the drag coefficient
of a low Reynolds number drop is affected by the ratio of the
bulk phase viscosity to the viscosity of the drop, µbulk/µdrop.Figure 14: Schematic sketch of flow around drop during rising in water.
Although the Reynolds number is not low in our experiments,
it is likely that the mentioned parameter plays a role in the
kinematics and the drag coefficient of the drop. Since this ratio
is nearly negligible when the drop is falling through the air,
elimination of this ratio did not lead to large errors. Conversely,
in water, the ratio is large enough to have a significant effect
on the value of the drag coefficient. This may be the cause
of the large errors shown in Table 9. In other words, the
theoretical analysis is in better agreement with the results of
the experiments done in air.
4.2.4. Size variation of the drop
As Figure 13 shows, the diameter of a drop rising in water
varies periodically. According to Figures 8 and 13, there are
some important differences between size oscillation of a drop
that moves in air and a drop that moves in water. The first
difference is that the amplitude of the size oscillation of the
drop that moves in water is rapidly dampened, while nearly no
damping behavior for airwas observed. In the case of drop rising
inwater, as the drop reaches the stable part of itsmotion, its size
variation gets smaller than 0.1mmand the drop is like an oblate
spheroid (Figure 14). Therefore, it can be concluded that size
oscillation of the drop has larger effects when the drop moves
in air. Also, the period of size oscillations is considerably larger
in water than in air, namely; three times. Moreover, although
the two drops (the one in air and the one in water) have the
same range of Reynolds number, the size oscillation of the drop
which rises in water appears to be disorderly compared to the
drop that falls in air. The less orderly behavior of the drop in
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PS1 PS2
Vmax (mm3) 66 68
Dd (mm) 5.0 5.1
Eo number 0.123 0.118
Nd 1.39 1.38
Error (%) 23.8 24.2
Table 11: Experimental and theoretical data for non-Newtonian drop drag
coefficient when the bulk fluid is water.
PS1 PS2
Theory a 22141 22121b −2 −2
Experiment a 27310 26289b −1.69 −2.11
Error of b (%) 15.5 5.5
Error of a (%) 23.3 18.9
water is due to the disturbances caused by the viscous effect of
the bulk fluid.
4.2.5. Non-Newtonian drop
In this section,we report our observations of non-Newtonian
liquid drops rising in water. The two liquid drops used here are
PS1 and PS2, which are immiscible in water. Similar to the pre-
vious part, at first, we focus on the volume of the drop and com-
pare the results of experimentswith those predicted by Eq. (17).
It can be easily observed that the error in volume is nearly
the same for both non-Newtonian and Newtonian drops. To
illustrate the point, we compare the error in volume for toluene
(Table 8) with that of toluene-based PS solutions (Table 10).
They show similar errors. This observation is in contrast to
what was observed in the experiment done in air. Rheological
analysis of the solutions suggests a reason for this difference. It
can be seen in Figure 1 that if the shear rate of the drop passes
a critical value, the selected non-Newtonian fluids behave like
Newtonian fluids. For non-Newtonian drops rising in water,
maybe the shear rate of the drop is so high that the drop
soon begins to behave as a Newtonian liquid and expectedly,
shows errors similar to those of Newtonian fluids. In contrast
to water, in air, the shear rate does not pass the critical value
and the drop remains non-Newtonian.Therefore, larger errors
occur here. This analysis is only correct for the selected non-
Newtonian fluids, which are all shear-thinning.
Table 11 displays the differences between the real drag
coefficient obtained by experiments and the drag coefficient
estimated from Eq. (21). Again, one can observe here that the
non-Newtonian drop suffers as much error as the Newtonian
drop.
The last part of this section is dedicated to the study of size
variation in non-Newtonian drops rising in water. Figure 15
monitors the variations of the aspect ratio of the drop versus
time during rising.
A simple comparison between Figures 15 and 13 (a) proves
that the two non-Newtonian toluene-based solutions behave
very similar to toluene. Despite the addition of Polystyrene to
toluene, the size oscillatory behavior of all three fluids looks
the same.More quantitatively, the aspect ratio of all three fluids
varies in the range of 0.85 < aspect ratio < 1.35.
By juxtaposition of all these observations, one can conclude
that, as the bulk fluid becomes denser and more viscous,Figure 15: Aspect ratio of non-Newtonian drop when the bulk fluid is water.
(a) PS1; and (b) PS2.
Newtonian and non-Newtonian liquid drops that move in the
bulk fluid tend to behave in a more similar way. Note that the
selected non-Newtonian fluids in this research are all shear-
thinning. Shear-thickening fluids may behave otherwise.
5. Conclusion
An experimental study has been conducted on the motion
of different liquid drops in two different bulk fluids. Fluids in
a wide range of properties were selected, so that the study
covers most industrial applications of the topic. Volume, drag
coefficient and size variation of the drops were of interest in
this paper.
Using the theory of interfacial phenomena, some correla-
tions have been developed and then compared with the results
of the experiments. It seems that as the bulk fluid becomes
denser and more viscous, the deviation from what theory pre-
dicts enlarges.
The volume of the drop was taken into account both
theoretically and experimentally. For the drops falling in air,
the theory predicts the volume of the drops with an acceptable
error. In addition, it was shown that increase in the surface
tension of the drop could improve the accuracy of the proposed
theory (Eq. (5)). On the other hand, the error of the proposed
correlation is larger for the experiments in water compared to
the experiments in air.
The drag coefficient of the drop was considered in the range
of 50 < Re < 500. A function in the form of CD = a · Reb
was fitted into the experimental-based drag coefficient, and
we compared the values of ‘‘a’’ and ‘‘b’’ coefficients between
theoretical and experimental CD. For the drops falling in air, the
correlation of CD = a · Re−2 has a good agreement with the
reality. For drops rising in water, this correlation did not yield
satisfactory results.
Size variation of the drop was discussed comprehensively. It
is shown that in a bulk fluid of low viscosity and density, such
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Shape of drop Theoretical
volume
Volume based on
optical information
Method1 V = 43πa3 V = π6 D3max
Dmax = maxD(y)
Method2 V = 4π3 a2c V = 23A · Dmax
A = number of pixels
Dmax = maxD(y)
Method3 V =
π
 y2
y1
a2(y) · dy
V = π4
ymax
y=0 D2(y)
D (y) = xmax − xmin
as air, the size variation of the drop is a significant phenomenon
that affects other factors such as the drag coefficient. In water,
denser and more viscous than air, the size variation of the drop
soon disappears. Besides, it is proposed that the period of size
oscillation of the drop in air is nearly constant for liquids of
different properties. The theoretical value of this constant is
T = 26.5ms, and the experiments show that, in reality, T varies
between 24 < T < 27 ms.
Finally, the rheological aspect of the problem was in-
vestigated. For the drops falling in air, the addition of
non-Newtonian characteristics to the drop cause the drop to
demonstrate unexpected behavior, such as a dramatic increase
in the errors of the proposed correlations and a significant de-
crease in the range of variation of the aspect ratio of the drop.
On the contrary, Newtonian and non-Newtonian fluids behave
in nearly similar ways in the case of drops rising in water.
Appendix. Volume of drop
In order to calculate the volume of the drop by means of
the silhouette image, we usedmethods introduced byHugli and
Gonzalez [31]. They are shown in Table A.1. All these methods
are based on the fact that the falling is axisymmetric with
respect to the vertical axis. However, our images showed that
this assumption is not completely justified, and consequently,
some inherent errors would inevitably exist. It is assumed that
the drop has a spherical shape in Method 1 and an ellipsoid
shape in Method 2 (Table A.1). Then, by assumption of an
axisymmetric shape for the drop, the volume of the drop is
calculated.Method3 is based on a general, rotational symmetric
shape. In this method, the volume is obtained by integrating
infinitesimal cylindrical volumes.Figure A.1: Experimental data for volume of drops calculated by Methods 1, 2,
and 3 for a typical drop.
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